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The Blurb (draft) 

A large hole appears in the sky in England. In response, the government, still trying to re-establish 

itself after the devastating missile strikes 18 years earlier, calls in the Southern Alliance for help. But 

the alien phenomenon proves to be beyond the comprehension of everyone on the planet, except a bad-

tempered scientist with a score to settle, his gentle, giant assistant, and the one person on the other side 

of the world who would much rather have nothing to do with it. That person is determined to build a 

new life, preferably one that does not involve quartons, bridges or aliens.  

The coding is equally determined she won’t. 

 

Preface 

Garial  143 cycles before the Great Bridge to Earth was destroyed 

He lay in the medical pod staring aimlessly through the invisible shield that had been sustaining 

him. The shield was useless now against the rogue cells eating away at his tired body from 

within, its function limited only to keeping the pain at bay.  

He was close to death. He did not need the pod’s medical data or the stuttering sobs from 

Sarrin, his partner in this life, to tell him that. He could feel each organ starting to shut down, 

part of his brain, ticking off each process and action as it prepared his body for the final act. This 

body’s final act. He snorted – a laugh that sounded like a choke – and Sarrin sat forward into his 

view, anxiety writ over her enormous brow. Fashion in Garalian culture was such that many of 

the females opted for facial enhancements – brows, auditory flaps, even eyes – but he had 

always hated Sarrin’s brow. Its oval shape reminded him of the landing pad at the top of the 

residence. He snorted again, this time the laugh turning to a real choke, and he began to gasp for 

breath before part of the shield melted down through his chest and into his main breathing pipe. 

He felt immediate relief as chemicals dissolved the blockage, part of the lining from his lungs, 

and sent soothing signals to his brain. Enough excitement, he told himself.  



Well practised in these last stages, he turned his head to one side and closed his eyes. The 

moment to move on to his next life was imminent and he wanted to spend whatever remaining 

time he did have left in peace, resting and contemplating. As he often did, when given the 

opportunity, he brought to mind the key event, the one that started this long adventure he was on. 

It provided continuity, a solid marker for his new brain and body to better latch onto. The 

memory came from a long time before his time with Sarrin, in his first life. He had been a good 

citizen living a normal life. Ambitious – yes. Clear convictions – yes, because he knew what he 

wanted. Ruthless – on occasions, yes... on many occasions, come to think of it. Nothing much 

out of the ordinary; there were plenty like him.  

And then it changed.  

He had always been a strong believer that he was set for great things; a believer in destiny. 

The entity coming to him was the fulfilment of that destiny.  

He had not sought it. The entity had found him... it had chosen him. Once joined, they were 

a perfect match. Its previous guardian had been weak and he was strong. It knew that and so they 

became as one. The entity was his now, to use and keep forever, and there was no way he was 

ever going to part with it. 

To start with, he did not know what to do with it. But it was not long before he made a very 

interesting discovery. He found out that he could use it, shape it and manipulate it. The entity 

was something that could be adapted and put with or into other things, not just animate objects 

but inanimate objects, too. That was very useful because it meant he could control people and 

events around him. He liked that. He loved to be in control. The entity could support his craving 

for political power. He liked that too: power. Lots of it. Power and control defined him, fed him, 

and made him happy. The entity would be a means to an end.  

He set to work on defining and then plotting his future. And, as he worked, he found that 

the entity became more and more part of him, sustaining him yet, at the same time, making him 

hungry – for more power, more control and, most of all, more living. Together he and the entity 

would pass into a new body, again, again and again. Death would no longer be the end. 

And here he was, nearly five-hundred cycles later, ready to use the entity once more. But in 

this last life, he had had an even more ambitious project on the go. Power on a planet was one 

thing; power across the stars was another. He had started to make the necessary arrangements. 

His warriors had been selected and were waiting for him – sleeping, but primed and ready for 



action. They were totally compliant, fully on board with his plans and his vision. As mavericks – 

criminals, drop-outs, non-conformists, people destined to die young – he had given them no 

other choice and they were inextricably tied to him now. Without his life-force and the coding, 

they could not survive. But just as the project was near completion, he had fallen fatally ill. It 

meant that everything would have to be put on hold and he would have to wait a little longer.  

He had run out of time – on this journey, at least – but he did not mind. With Sarrin 

holding his hand and telling him that she loved him, he began to slip away. There was just time 

for one final thought: The entity needed a proper name, something tangible that he could call it. 

And, as he let out his last breath, with the green threads dancing and jumping around him, 

ready to search for a new unborn life, the name came to him: The coding. It was a good name.  

He just hoped he would remember it next time round. 

 

Part 1 

Prague  9th September 2049 

Chuck had no idea that he was being watched. In fact, he had been under scrutiny since he had 

boarded the flight from New York the previous night.  

From his lofty position in the sky tram above Prague, he spotted the Apostle Café, one of 

two eateries in the main square that he had been told would be open at this time of year. With 

fewer tourists around, all of the other cafés were closed up and would not reopen until 

December, at which time the income they got from the hoards of visitors over Christmas would 

supplement their summer trade. In a volatile political climate where energy was becoming an 

ever more valuable resource, high government taxes on power and lack of footfall prevented 

these places opening. ‘The Apostle’ and its neighbour on the other side of the square, ‘Café 

Prague’, were subsidised by the Mayor’s office; a small statement that told the world the city 

was not totally closed for business. 

Chuck was desperate for a coffee so he made a beeline straight for The Apostle, managing 

to find a table amongst the hustle and bustle of the business people and locals enjoying the 

September sunshine. He chose a table, then, pursing his lips and letting out a huffing sound, he 



gratefully relinquished the heavy load he had been carrying, a steel box-shaped case, next to his 

chair. Mercifully, the back pack containing his overnight things was a lot lighter, but it took a 

moment to disengage from the shoulder straps before he eventually placed it next to him on the 

floor and collapsed into the other seat. 

‘Welcome to The Apostle. What can I get you, Sir?’ a waitress asked in perfect English. 

Still short of breath, Chuck kept his response short. ‘Iced coffee, thanks.’ 

‘I’ll have the same please, Miss.’ Chuck heard the voice next to him but took little notice 

of it until he realised a man was addressing him now. ‘Good choice of drink for such a lovely, 

warm early autumnal day.’ He looked to the side and the stranger smiled at him. Chuck 

acknowledged him with a polite nod. He did not generally like to engage in chit-chat so he 

projected a news item onto the table from his bracelet and turned his attention towards that.  

Both men’s drinks soon arrived and the man caught Chuck’s attention again as the waitress 

set down his glass. ‘I was wondering what to have until you made your order. It seemed the 

perfect thing. Refreshing but with an injection of caffeine to keep me awake. I suffer so badly 

from jet-lag, even on short flights. I think it’s the higher altitude these planes fly at now to cut 

the journey times.’ 

The stranger seemed friendly enough and Chuck did not like to be rude so he felt obliged 

to respond, albeit briefly, when he was asked, ‘Have you come far?’  

‘No, just New York. Arrived a few hours ago.’ 

‘Really? Me too. Perhaps we were on the same flight?’ 

‘Perhaps we were.’ 

‘I guess, like me, it’s a business trip.’ 

‘Sort of.’ 

‘I’m here for a week. That seems to be the maximum amount of time these days, doesn’t 

it? All the European countries are tightening up on working visas. From what I read on the news, 

they’re all closing in on themselves, reluctant to let in too many foreigners. Threats from all over 

the place are making governments nervous: China, Russia, closer to home with France – they all 



want to get control of the energy supplies. Even my own country, the U.K. is playing hardball. 

That’s politics for you, I guess.’ 

‘You could be right.’ 

‘You sound English too.’ 

‘Not born there but I moved to England from China when I was very young.’ 

‘Forgive me; I did not mean to disparage your heritage when I said China was a threat. 

That was clumsy of me and I apologise.’ 

‘Not at all. It’s a worrying situation for us all.’ 

The man gave a sympathetic smile and Chuck took the opportunity for a lull in the 

conversation to return to his reading. He suddenly felt very tired, despite the coffee, and was in 

no mood really for a prolonged conversation, particularly since it was starting to be somewhat 

political. Perhaps the emotion of returning to Prague for the first time since losing his brother, 

Paul, was getting to him and making him tetchy. He decided that he would have a sleep at the 

hotel before he met his colleagues later to make sure he was on good form. He was looking 

forward to sharing new information with them and was particularly keen to find out what they 

made of the object in his case.  

As soon as he had finished his drink, he got up and made his way out onto the square, on 

the way acknowledging the debit for the coffee taken on his bracelet with a quiet ‘yes’ and ‘yes’ 

again for a suggested small tip.  

He was barely twenty metres across the square when he heard the man’s voice again. 

‘You’ve left something!’ Chuck turned round and saw the stranger walking up to him, pointing 

to his case which was in his left hand. 

He felt very embarrassed, having remembered the rucksack but clean forgotten the case. 

‘Thank you so much! I don’t know what I was thinking of.’ Of all the things he had held in his 

hands ever, this was the most important. And he had been in danger of leaving it behind at a 

café!  

‘No problem. It’s easy to do. Phew, that’s heavy, though!’ The man smiled again, a warm 

gesture, and Chuck now regretted that he had not been friendlier towards him earlier. He seemed 

like a genuinely amicable person. 



‘That really is kind of you. You’ve saved me a lot of hassle, potentially. I’m getting so 

forgetful these days. My age, I think. Let me introduce myself: I’m Doctor Lawrence if we’re 

being formal. Charles Lawrence, or just Chuck if we’re not. Nice to meet you.’ He held out his 

hand. 

The man picked off a stray piece of hair from his shoulder, a loose strand from a pony-tail 

Chuck had not noticed before. ‘Nice to meet you, too.’ The man set down the case at Chuck’s 

feet and proffered his own hand. ‘My name is Marston if we’re being formal. Alistair Marston, 

or just Alistair if we’re not.’ 

 

  *********************************************************** 
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